
Jessica Back - Sibcy Cline Realtors

8044 Montgomery Rd
Cincinnati, OH, Ohio 45236
United States

Phone: 937-308-4329

I'm an experienced, lesbian realtor operating in Cincinnati, OH and the surrounding

areas. My clients love that I'm honest, knowledgeable & always committed to their

best interests. I have a strong background in marketing (BA, 20 years corporate

experience) which provides a unique advantage when selling properties, and my

passion for real estate guides my dedication to finding buyers their perfect

home...no matter how many we must view to find the one!Here's what some of my

previous LGBT clients have to say about working with me:Jessica is simply

outstanding! By far the best agent I have ever worked with! She is on top of things,

polite, very knowledgeable, etc, etc.! If you are looking for an agent you can truly

trust, you must use Jessica!  - Brian C.Jessica far exceeded our expectations! She

listened to us, guided us along the process of selling our home every step of the

way and all thanks to Jessica, we received 10 offers above asking and sold our

home for 55k above asking. Jessica added so many special touches including

hosting an open house and baking cookies so potential buyers felt at home. She

also coached us along the way and had so many wonderful suggestions. Jessica is

the best person and agent we could have wished to work with! We will highly                                                page 1 / 2



recommend Jessica and Sibcy Cline to all of our friends and family. Thank you

Jessica!!! We are beyond grateful for everything you did to help our family achieve

our dreams of selling our home and buying our dream home in our target location!

You’re amazing!!!  - Melissa C.Throughout the process, Jessica was incredibly

communicative and always went above and beyond to serve our needs. We could

not have been more pleased with the our experience working with Jessica. I would

highly recommend her to anyone looking for a realtor. - Amber R.

Specialization(s): Sellers, Buyers
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